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Energy Markets at a Crossroads?
A conversation on the future of electricity
markets and the role of state regulators.
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Wholesale electric markets
Balancing or juggling?
The early view – just balance
supply & demand using
competition and prices

And electric markets
are way harder than
that

But balancing is hard
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Current competitive electric markets are challenged
Falling spot electric prices,
greater volatility

Growing utility-scale &
distributed renewables

Little electric demand
growth, increased variability

Older baseload generation
retiring, falling grid inertia
Increased grid operational
speed and volatility
State mandates for
resource adequacy
and subsidies

State and customer mandates
for clean energy
Insufficient demand participation in market
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Market design factors
What competes in the
market?
Which supply resources?
Which demand resources?
Type, size, owners, aggregators, …

What are market rules?
Energy and ancillary service products
Price calculation method, elements
Dispatch rules and speed

Resource bid parameters

Missing money mechanism?

Who and how much to buy?

Type -- capacity payments or
ORDC?
What qualifies to receive payment
and why?

Amount in spot market v. selfsupply or bilateral
Amount self-scheduling (so out of
market)
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Outside factors that affect markets
Technology & economics

Macro policies

State & RTO policies

•Technology development
advances and associated
economic costs
(renewables, inverters,
demand response, storage,
EVs)
•Fuel costs
•Trade and economic
development policies
•Speed of storage
capabilities and cost

•Carbon price
•Clean energy mandates
•Energy efficiency standards
•Federal subsidies (tax and
royalty payments and
policies)
•Support for energy
production (gas, wind, etc.)
•Fuel and electricity delivery
infrastructure support

•Transmission construction
& interconnection
•Energy efficiency codes,
standards, funding
•TOU rates, advance meters
•DG interconnection
policies, net metering
•Reliability adequacy
requirements & IRPs
•Infrastructure support or
abandonment

Societal and customer
choices

•Customer preferences
(carbon, clean energy,
personal resilience)
•Customer economic
capacity to adopt DER
resources
•Rate and capability of
customer defection from
utility
•Social equity and
environmental justice
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Conclusions
• Competition works but
• Current market design is not working well
• We need market changes for the next 20+ years with high
decarbonization, variability and uncertainty
• Don’t ignore extra-market factors
• Don’t expect markets to solve everything
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Decarbonizing the Generation Stack
Aligning Wholesale Electricity Markets with Environmental Policy
W. Mason Emnett
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November 18, 2019

The carbon challenge

Source: Fourth National Climate Assessment, U.S. Global Change Research Program (2018).
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States are taking action

13 states and the District of Columbia
have a Governor Executive Order or
legislation enacted targeting 100% clean
electricity (11) or 100% RPS (2+D.C.)
ME: 100% RPS x ’45
carbon neutral x ‘45

MI: -80% GHG x ’50
WA: 100%
CES x ‘45
OR: -75%
GHG x ‘50

CA: 100% CES and
carbon neutral x ’45

NV: 100%
CES x ‘50

NY: 100% CES x ’40
Carbon neutral x ‘50

MN: -80%
GHG x ‘50
WI: 100%
CES x ‘50

PA: -80%
GHG x ‘50
CO: 100% CES x ’50,
-90% GHG x ’50

NH: -80% GHG x ‘50
VT: -80%-90% GHG x ‘50
MA: -80% GHG x ‘50
RI: -80% GHG x ‘50
CT: 100% CES x ’40
-80% GHG x ‘50
NJ: 100% CES and -80% GHG x ‘50
MD: 100% CES x ‘40
DC: 100% RPS x ‘32
VA: 100% CES x ‘50

NM: 100% CES
x ‘45-’50
KEY
Governor EO directing
100% clean/renewable energy

HI: 100% RPS and
carbon neutral x ‘45
FL: -80% GHG x ‘50

18 states target high (75% 100%) economy-wide GHG
reduction

Legislation Enacted
establishing 100% CES/RPS
High GHG reduction target
(economy-wide 75%-100%)
Both 100% CES/RPS and
high GHG reduction target

22 states have 100% clean electricity targets, deep GHG reduction targets, or both,
encompassing 44% of US electricity sales and 53% of US residential electricity customers.
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The New England example

Source: Promoting Competitive Power Markets and Growing Zero-Emission Resources in New England, A. Joseph Cavicchi (Nov. 7, 2018)

White out
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Source: Achieving 80% GHG Reduction in New England by 2050, Jürgen Weiss and J. Michael Hagerty (Sept. 2019).

The California example

Source: Annual Report on Market Issues and Performance, CAISO Department of Market Monitoring (May 2019).

Source: Long-Run Resource Adequacy under Deep Decarbonization Pathways for California, E3 (June 2019).
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(Re)Aligning responsibilities

State(s)

RTO/ISO/EIM

Generation
Mix

Regional commitment
and/or dispatch

Revenue
Sufficiency

Operational
requirements
(e.g., ramping needs)
Backstop procurements
(e.g., local reliability,
resource adequacy)
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